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K2 Enterprises Names Cetrom Top
Hosting Provider for Fifth Consecutive
Year
The 18th Annual Technology Awards, also known as the K2 Quality Awards, are the
most well-respected and longest standing awards in the accounting industry and are
determined by a poll of the K2 Enterprises instructor team.

Oct. 08, 2019

Cetrom, an IT provider of custom cloud solutions for accounting �rms, has been
named Top Hosting Provider by K2 Enterprises, a provider of technology-focused
Continuing Professional Education (CPE) in both the United States and Canada, for
the �fth year in a row.

The 18  Annual Technology Awards, also known as the K2 Quality Awards, are the
most well-respected and longest standing awards in the accounting industry and are
determined by a poll of the K2 Enterprises instructor team. Their votes are in�uenced
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by end user feedback and experience received directly from accounting professionals
during K2 Enterprises’ consulting and extensive teaching efforts.

Each year this award is given to one, and only one company that �ts the criteria.  If it
is deemed that no company �ts the criteria, then no award will be given. 
Additionally, K2 instructors spend numerous hours each year learning about the
latest features of the technology used to understand the entire landscape of
accounting technology.

“This has been a year of cyber events affecting the entire Accounting profession,” said
Randy Johnston, Executive VP – K2 Enterprises. “Cetrom has made rapid
enhancements to its security methodologies, including proactively increasing its
security measures, involving AI integration and multiple backup solutions in order to
help prevent, detect and combat any future cyber threats against its clients. I hope
their competitors are doing the same.”

Cetrom has been hand delivering custom cloud solutions to CPA �rms since 2001.
Designed and developed to meet CPA �rms’ speci�c hosting needs, each custom cloud
service program is backed by senior-level engineers who provide around-the-clock 5
star rated customer support. Additionally, Cetrom’s engineers pride themselves with
extensive expertise when it comes to hosting and maintaining a variety of
accounting-speci�c applications.

Johnson commented, “Cetrom has also built additional security best practice
training tools and materials to help educate its clients and the Accounting profession
about evolving cyber security threats and how to best protect client data. These
materials are available publicly and should be reviewed by any security conscious
CPA �rm.”

Christopher Stark, president and CEO, Cetrom, said, “We’re honored to be named K2
Enterprises’ Top Hosting Provider for the �fth year in a row. We pride ourselves on
providing 5-star cloud hosting service and support to the Accounting industry and
we will continue to develop reliable and secure solutions for our customers.” 

K2 Enterprises is a Hammond, Louisiana based organization that provides
continuing professional education services to the accounting profession and
marketing consulting services to technology providers in the accounting market. K2
Enterprises delivers approximately 700 educational programs to over 30,000
professional accountants on an annual basis throughout the United States and
Canada.
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K2 team votes are in�uenced by end user feedback and experience from consulting
and extensive teaching. Detailed biographies on each of the polled members can be
found at http://www.k2e.com/team.
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CPA Practice Advisor is registered with the National Association of State Boards of Accountancy
(NASBA) as a sponsor of continuing professional education on the National Registry of CPE
Sponsors.
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